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SUMMARY

Recent field measurements have brought into question the present understanding of

shortwave absorption by clouds and suggested that clouds absorb shortwave radiation in

amounts which would be of great significance in atmospheric models and which are not

now represented in these models.  These studies indicate the need for further examination

of the absorption of solar radiation by the atmosphere both theoretically and

experimentally, because of the major potential consequences associated with the

uncertainties in present day understanding of atmosphere-clouds-radiation interactions.

The ARM Enhanced Shortwave Experiment (ARESE) will be conducted to study the

absorption of solar radiation by the clear and cloudy atmosphere. The experimental results

will be compared with model calculations. Measurements will be conducted using three

aircraft platforms (DOE high altitude testbed unmanned aerospace vehicle, NASA ER-2,

and an instrumented Twin Otter), as well as satellites and the ARM central and extended

facilities in North Central Oklahoma. The project will occur over a four week period

beginning in late September, 1995.  Spectral broadband, partial bandpass, and narrow

bandpass (10 nm) solar radiative fluxes will be measured at different altitudes and at the

surface with the objective to determine directly the magnitude and spectral characteristics

of the absorption of shortwave radiation by the atmosphere (clear and cloudy). Narrow

spectral channels selected to coincide with absorption by liquid water and ice will help in

identifying the process of absorption of radiation. Additionally, information such as water

vapor profiles, aerosol optical depths, cloud structure and ozone profiles, needed to use as

input in radiative transfer calculations, will be acquired using the aircraft and surface

facilities available to ARESE. This document outlines the scientific approach and

measurement requirements of the project.
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Objectives

The objectives of ARESE are:

• To directly measure the absorption of solar radiation by the clear and cloudy

atmosphere and to place uncertainty bounds on these measurements.

• To investigate the possible causes of absorption in excess of model predictions.

SCIENTIFIC RATIONALE

Evidence from several experimental and theoretical investigations over the past four

decades has shown that the magnitude of short-wave (solar) absorption by clouds is

uncertain. There has been some hint that absorption is in excess of that predicted by

models (1). Cess, et al. (2), Ramanathan, et al. (3) and Pilewskie and Valero (4) concluded

that the absorption by the entire atmospheric column in the presence of clouds exceeds

model predictions of absorption, by perhaps 35 W/m2 (diurnal, i.e., 24-hour, average) over

the Pacific warm pool (3). The relative error this presents in current theoretical estimates of

solar absorption is large, considering that average clear sky absorption in that region is

about 100 W m-2 (dayside average). The absolute error appears to be small when compared

to other terms in the energy budget,  but that is misleading. Most of the solar radiation

absorbed in the tropics goes toward heating the surface, the remainder, about 20%, helps

drive the atmospheric circulation. Thus, what appear to be small errors in absorption by

the atmosphere might have huge consequences in tropical  atmospheric dynamics. Another

consequence of the inadequacy of our understanding of solar absorption by clouds is the

misinterpretation of remote sensing data used to infer cloud microphysical properties.

Cess et al (2) used collocated satellite-surface measurements at four different

locations (American Samoa, Barrow, Boulder and Cape Grim) to evaluate the absorption of

solar radiation by clouds. A comparison with the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecast Model (ECMWF) and version 2 of the National Center for Atmospheric

Research Community Climate Model (CCM2) general circulation models shows that the

observations and theoretical calculations differ as discussed in the previous paragraph.

Pilewskie and Valero (4) made measurements of cloud absorption during the Tropical
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Ocean Global Atmosphere - Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA-

COARE) and the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX) using direct observations

from aircraft. An important distinction between the measurements of (4) and those of (2) is

that in (4) the net flux below cloud layers is between 8 to 12 km above the surface rather

than at the surface as is the case in (2). Two methods were adopted to deduce the effect of

absorption by clouds (2, 4): determination of  (i) the ratio of cloud forcing above the cloud

to cloud forcing beneath the cloud layer; and (ii) the slope of cloud reflectance versus

transmission.

The ARESE study is most closely related to the study of Pilewskie and Valero.  In

that study, 20 coordinated flights were made with identical instrumentation above

(approximately 20 km altitude) and beneath (8 to 12 km) cloud layers, to determine cloud

energetics  (that is, flux divergence, absorption, heating, and so on). During TOGA-

COARE 33 hours of useful solar radiation data were acquired during  well-coordinated

flight segments (4).  CEPEX provided an additional 18 hours of well coordinated solar flux

measurements. During both TOGA-COARE and CEPEX, the NASA ER-2 flew at nearly

constant altitude near the tropopause, approximately 20 km; in TOGA-COARE the NASA

DC-8 flew at mid-troposphere altitude, between 8 and 12 km, and in CEPEX, the mid-

troposphere aircraft was the Aeromet Learjet, also flying between 8-12 km. Each aircraft

was instrumented with two identical broadband (0.3 to 4.0 μm) solar hemispheric field of

view radiometers (BBHFOV) for simultaneous measurement of upwelling and

downwelling flux at both flight levels. Total-direct-diffuse-radiometers (TDDR) on each

aircraft were used to measure spectral components of the solar flux (5, 6).

The net flux is defined as the difference between the downwelling and upwelling

fluxes at each altitude. The absorption by the atmospheric layer between two altitudes, the

flux divergence, is defined as the difference between the net fluxes at each level in the

atmosphere. The net flux at a given altitude is the absorption by the column/surface below

that altitude.

To determine the absorption in a layer, net solar flux must be acquired

simultaneously, or nearly so, at both flight altitudes (Fig. 1). Therein lies the advance in the

TOGA-COARE and CEPEX data sets: Most of the earlier, in situ experimental attempts at

determining cloud absorption relied on a single aircraft making measurements at several
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flight altitudes. The reduction to cloud absorption then relied on the knowledge of cloud

advection, homogeneity, evolution, and so forth. Because flux divergence  is obtained from

the residual of two quantities of comparable magnitude, the net fluxes, coeval

measurements are crucial to limiting errors.

Cloud forcing at a given altitude is defined as the difference between all sky and

clear-sky net flux at that altitude and is equivalent to the difference between the absorption

below the given altitude by the all sky column minus the clear sky column. The column

absorption may or may not include the absorption by the surface, depending on the levels

between which the measurement is made. We define CS, CA and CT as the cloud forcing

beneath the cloud layer, the cloud forcing of the atmosphere column above the under-

cloud level and the cloud forcing above the cloud respectively. By definition:

CT = CA+ CS

CS/ CT = CS/( CA+ CS) and

CA =A(cloud)-A(clear),

where A is the absorption by the column between the below and above cloud levels. The

ratio is unity when the absorption by the all-sky column is equal to the clear sky value. For

single, plane parallel cloud decks embedded in an atmospheric column, model calculations

give a range of values. Values less than 1 are produced by high clouds composed of small

particles, while values greater than 1 are produced by low clouds. For a mixture of clouds

and atmospheric columns, typical general circulation codes simulate a value of the ratio of

approximately 1. This suggests that on average clouds produce only a slight alteration in

the amount of solar energy absorbed in an atmospheric column. For specific cloud cases

and assumed reasonable choices of cloud microphysical parameters, it is difficult to

achieve values of this ratio much in excess of 1.2. The studies of Cess et al, (2) and

Pilewskie and Valero (4) show from observations that the measured ratio is about 1.5,

implying a significant discrepancy between atmospheric absorption as calculated from

models or deduced from  observations. Furthermore, the study of Ramanathan et al (3)

confirms, from surface observations and radiative balance considerations in the tropical

Pacific, the observational results.
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The combination of the recently published results, implying that solar radiation

absorption by the atmosphere is larger than predicted by model calculations, the lack of a

definitive mechanism, and possible explanations has led to ARESE. The primary goal of

ARESE is to obtain a definitive set of measurements that will help resolve the issue of

excess absorption. The secondary, but very important, goal is to begin the process of

identifying the physical mechanism responsible for the absorption, or the inability of the

models to reproduce the observations.

EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY

It follows from the previous discussion that the experimental emphasis of ARESE must

focus on the measurement of atmospheric column absorption through the acquisition of

measurements of fluxes at different altitudes in the atmosphere and at the surface. This

will be achieved by using aircraft and ground observational platforms. The aircraft will

cover the range from the tropopause to the low troposphere. Ground observations will be

made from the ARM Clouds and Radiation Testbed (CART) central facility and secondary

ground stations (extended facilities) which are part of the ARM Southern Great Plains

(SGP) site.

The ARESE strategy involves the acquisition of radiometric data with multiple,

coordinated aircraft and from the ground. The aircraft will fly tracks over the ground

stations stacked at different altitudes, in this manner, it will be possible to obtain coeval

measurements of radiative fluxes from which the absorption of radiation by the

atmosphere can be evaluated. Additionally, the aircraft sampling from the tropopause will

be able to measure the reflectivity of the cloudy and clear atmospheres, and the surface

observations will provide the radiative flux transmitted through the column. The top of the

troposphere reflectivity and surface insolation values provide an additional indication of

the magnitude of absorption by the atmospheric column.

It is planned that measurements at the tropopause, the upper troposphere and the

lower troposphere will be provided by the NASA ER-2, the DOE High Altitude Testbed

(HATB) Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (UAV) and an instrumented Twin Otter aircraft,
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respectively. All three aircraft will be equipped with identical instrumentation, as will be

the ground sites.

INSTRUMENTATION

The basic aircraft and ground instrumentation needed  for the planned experiments

are solar flux radiometers, both broad band and spectrally resolved, to measure upwelling

and downwelling radiative fluxes. Also of importance to help understand the results, are

measurements of spectral optical depths and spectral diffuse radiation fields. Additionally,

soundings to measure profiles of water vapor, temperatures and ozone  are required to

analyze the observations and to compare with model calculations. The extensive data that

are required at the CART sites will significantly support this project.

Specifically, the instrumentation required for this effort include the CART site

facilities plus the following additional ground and aircraft instruments:

Aircraft:

Each aircraft will be equipped at least with a radiation measurement system

(RAMS) composed of:

a) Zenith and Nadir looking Solar Broadband radiometers covering the spectral

range from 0.3 to 4.0µm.

b) Zenith and Nadir looking Solar Broadband radiometers covering the spectral

range from 0.3 to 0.75 µm.

c) Zenith and Nadir looking Total Direct Diffuse Radiometers (TDDR) covering 7

spectral channels in the solar spectrum, tentatively: 0.500, 0.865, 1.05, 1.25, 1.50,

1.65, and 1.75 µm .

In addition to the RAMS the ER-2 aircraft will be equipped with a camera, a lidar

and the Modis Airborne Simulator (MAS).  It would be desirable to also include a narrow
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field of view broadband solar radiometer to use for validation of ERBE radiance to

irradiance conversions. Such instrument exists (component of the RAMS), however it is not

probable that it will be ready for this experiment because of time limitations and the need

for additional ground support for the ER-2.

Surface

The CART central facility and the extended facilities at Byron and Ringwood will each be

equipped with a RAMS composed of:

a) Zenith looking Solar Broadband Radiometer covering the spectral range from 0.3

to 4.0µm.

b) Zenith looking Solar Broadband Radiometers covering the spectral range from 0.3

to 0.75 µm.

c) Zenith looking TDDR covering identical spectral bandpasses as the aircraft

instruments.

In addition to the radiometric measurements detailed above, the atmospheric

quantities that need to be measured are water vapor, aerosol optical depth, and cloud

properties as a function of altitude. Water vapor profiles will be provided by the standard

measurements at the SGP site including both the radio acoustic sounding system (RASS)

and radiosondes. We will require enhanced soundings during the ARESE period.

Aerosol optical depth measurements  will be  made at the site by the  surface

TDDRs and the rotating shadow-band instruments. In addition, thin cirrus optical depths

can be gained, from the TDDR, in the near IR (1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.55, 1.6, 1.65 µm).

Cloud observations require the addition of a cloud radar and research lidar to the

observing equipment at the site. The cloud radar should be a millimeter radar and have

Doppler spectral processing. This Doppler capability provides the spectral power density

distribution in each range gate, which in turn can be converted into a vertical velocity
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distribution at each height. Used in conjunction with a 915 MHz profile that provides

parcel vertical velocities, this information can be used to infer particle size distributions in

low (water) clouds. For ice clouds, some typical habit must be assumed to convert the fall

velocities into particle sizes. It would be advantageous that the radar  have the capability

to scan about plus or minus 5 to 10 km along the flight track in order to periodically assess

the cloud variability. However the scanning is not critical since the primary objective is to

determine cloud location and structure over the center of the observing array.

A research lidar is necessary because the small cloud-base lidar at the site is not

sufficiently sensitive to thin cirrus and aerosols. The primary measurement required is

back-scatter profiles although cross-polarization would be helpful in distinguishing

between ice and water.

The existing CART instrument facilities will provide major support for ARESE.

SUMMARY OF REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS

AIRCRAFT

ER-2:

RAMS, CAMERAS, LIDAR, MAS.

HATB:

RAMS, CDL, MPIR, SSP, VIDEO CAMERA, THERMOMETER, BAROMETER, HYGROMETER.

OTTER:

RAMS, SSP, THERMOMETER, BAROMETER, HYGROMETER and if ready, the MICROWAVE

RADIOMETER (21/37 GHZ).

SURFACE:

GROUND RAMS, BASELINE SOLAR RADIATION NETWORK,  MICROPULSE LIDAR, MILLIMETER

RADAR, LIDAR, 915 AND 50 MHZ PROFILERS (RASS), MWR (MICROWAVE WATER-WATER VAPOR

RADIOMETERS), OZONE SONDES, STANDARD SONDES.
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FLIGHT PROFILES

The high altitude UAV (HATB) will be used as an above cloud platform flying in

coordination with the low altitude, below cloud, Twin Otter. The mission of these aircraft

is to provide measurements of net fluxes at specified altitudes in both cloudy and clear-sky

conditions. These two aircraft are particularly well suited for this function because of good

speed compatibility. Their flight tracks will be identical to the ones planned for the ER-2

except for altitude and speed. Such a flight plan offers the opportunity for vertical

coincidence of the three aircraft, which will give the opportunity to construct instantaneous

flux profiles and measure essentially full column absorption of radiation. The HATB and

the Otter will fly in coordination, their horizontal distance not to exceed 1 km .

The ER-2 flying at much higher speed in the stratosphere, but on the same ground

track will overfly the other two aircraft numerous times during the 6 to 8 hours of each

mission. The point of overlap will naturally depend on relative speed, winds, particular

track being flown, etc. An ideal situation is to have the coincidental stacking of the three

aircraft over the ground sites. The ARESE science planning team, working with the aircraft

operations people and pilots, will plan for the coincidences during each mission planning

meeting in the field, drawing on a suite of flight plans prepared prior to the field

deployment. See a later section in this document

The primary objectives of the ER-2 aircraft is to calibrate satellites and to measure

net radiative fluxes for cloudy and clear skies at the  tropopause and also to measure

reflectivity, both broadband and spectral. The former data is needed to determine

absorption, when related to the other two aircraft, and the later data to relate reflectivity to

transmissivity when used in conjunction with the surface observations. The ER-2 MAS and

lidar data will also be used to define the vertical location and detailed morphology of

cloud top. The actual ER-2 flight tracks need to be adjusted to accomplish the objectives

while satisfying aircraft flight limitations.

It is most important to acquire state of the art profiles of water column content,

temperature and ozone. The needed accuracy should approach the 2% claimed by sondes

suppliers, thereby special attention is necessary during the pre-balloon launching
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procedures. Measured Ozone and water vapor profiles, spectral optical depths, cloud

structure and altitude, water content, etc. are all important information needed to calculate

radiative profiles and absorption by the atmospheric column. This exercise should allow

the direct comparison of measured versus modeled absorption of solar radiation by the

cloudy and clear atmosphere.

FLIGHT TRACKS

The flight trajectories to be followed during the experiment must be principally

designed to overfly the fixed ground sites, in particular the central CART facility. Figure 2

depicts the ARESE general operations area.

Three standard flight tracks have been selected for the ARESE experiment, as shown

in Figures 3-5. In addition to one of the flight tracks, each figure also shows the land area

covered by nearby cities and towns; in most cases this area corresponds to the city limits,

but in two cases it has been limited to the built up area inside considerably extended city

limits. The figures are drawn at the same scale for easy intercomparison. The flight tracks

have been chosen to avoid as much as possible overflight of these cities and towns and to

overfly the central CART facilities and the Ringwood and Byron extended facilities.

Additionally, a 10 km (full width) flight corridor and 20 km diameter turning circles are

shown. These allow for a safe operational margin during flight and represent the regions

for which we are seeking flight approval. All HATB tracks will be flown between 12 km

and 14 km MSL. The instrumented Twin Otter will fly the same flight track as the HATB,

but at approximately 300 m above ground level.

Flight tracks B, C and D, see figures 3, 4 and 5, are the preferred tracks for ARESE

since they cover at least one of the extended facilities and the central facility. Decisions on

the flight track for each specific mission will be the responsibility of the science team

chaired by the ARESE Chief Scientist. These decisions will be made, as described later, on

the basis of meteorological conditions, need to fulfill scientific priorities (i.e. sampling

issues, need for clear sky missions, satellite calibration opportunity, etc.) and aircraft and

instruments readiness.
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Flight track B is a triangle with vertices at the Lamont central facility, and at the

Ringwood and Byron extended facilities. The flight path lengths are (beginning with

Lamont, heading toward Ringwood, and including the dogleg) 75 km, 50 km, and 78 km

respectively.

Flight track C is near linear between the Lamont and Coldwater extended facilities,

overflying the Byron site along the way. The flight path including a slight bend is 182 km

long in the WNW- ESE direction.

Flight track D is also near linear between the Lamont and Vici extended facilities,

overflying the Ringwood site along the way. The flight path including two slight bends is

163 km long in the WSW - ENE direction.

As mentioned above the ER-2 will follow the same tracks at its operational altitude.

FORECASTING

As in all field experiments that utilize research aircraft, accurate meteorological

forecasting will prove to be an important component of the experiment operation.  Based

on our previous experience in forecasting for aircraft-based field programs, one of the

essential requirements is immediate access to the most recent satellite imagery. While

satellite imagery via the Internet is available, the delay between image acquisition and its

posting on the Internet tends to be on the order of 1-2 hours.  This delay time proved to be

a significant hindrance during the field deployment at the CART site during April 1994.

To solve this problem, a McIdas would be required. On the McIdas system, imagery is

available in near-real time and image enhancement and image animation significantly aids

in accurate forecasting.  In addition to the McIdas system, Internet access is important for

acquiring model output and additional information necessary for preparing daily

briefings. The forecasting team should be composed of at least two experienced

meteorologists (?).

SATELLITE ISSUES FOR ARESE
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Cloud forcing at the top of the atmosphere has generally been measured using

satellites such as the ERBS or GOES.  The satellites provide global coverage and have been

used to determine the spatial variability of cloud radiative forcing at scales ranging from 8

to 250 km.  A considerable portion of the evidence pointing to increased SW absorption in

cloudy skies has been derived from combined surface and satellite datasets.  Past studies

have shown a consistency between aircraft and satellite-derived, cloudy-sky SW

absorption.  However, the satellite and aircraft experiments were carried out at different

times and places.  ARESE will provide the opportunity to have coincident satellite and

aircraft measurements over extended time periods.  Independent analyses using various

combinations of aircraft, surface, and satellite data will provide a more comprehensive

assessment of the apparent anomalous absorption phenomenon than has been previously

possible.

The only useful satellite data for the ARESE time period will be from the

narrowband visible (VIS) channels on the meteorological satellites GOES, NOAA, and

Meteosat (if it is still operating in the U.S. domain).  These satellites use scanning

radiometers that measure radiances in the visible (0.55 - 0.75 µm), mid near-infrared (0.85 -

1.6 µm), near-infrared (3.6 - 4.0 µm), and infrared window (10 -12.8 µm) spectral regions.

Broadband scanners such as those on the ERBS, SCARAB, and TRMM (CERES) spacecraft

will not be available during the ARESE time frame.  Thus, all of the satellite measurements

of SWCRF must be based on SW fluxes inferred from the VIS radiances on the

meteorological satellites.  The fluxes derived from the satellites are sensitive to the

narrowband calibrations, the narrowband-to-broadband conversions, and the anisotropic

reflectance properties of a given scene.

Most of the operational meteorological satellites have provisions for maintaining

stable in-flight calibrations for their thermal channels.  The calibrations of their visible and

near-infrared sensors are not so well supported, relying on relatively infrequent, dedicated

flights of the NASA ER-2.  Calibration of the narrowband VIS channels will be effected

using collocated and co-angled satellite VIS and ER-2 MAS 0.63 µm reflectances taken

during the ARESE.  Initial analyses of the satellite data will use nominal, updated, or

AVHRR-normalized calibrations depending on availability.  The data will be reanalyzed

using the ER-2-based calibrations if necessary.
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In the past, either empirical or theoretical techniques were used to convert the

narrowband data to broadband fluxes.  However, because most of the fluxes are derived

from radiance measurements, there are uncertainties due to both spectral and directional

effects.  These uncertainties must be evaluated in order to draw quantitative conclusions

from the analyses.

The satellite portion of ARESE has several components that range from the

calibration of the satellite VIS channels to determination of CRF over the surface sites and

along the aircraft flight tracks to estimation of the instantaneous and average uncertainties

in the derived products.  These experiment tasks are detailed below.

1) Calibration of narrowband meteorological satellite sensors

Calibration of the satellite VIS channels requires a well-calibrated set of sensors on

the ER-2 or UAV.  The MAS and MPIR will be the main sensors for performing the

narrowband satellite calibrations.  It is expected that their calibrations will be well known

during the ARESE flights.  The essential elements for this experiment include BBSS

(balloon borne sounding system) profiles, a characterization of the stratosphere including

aerosol and ozone loading, and MAS and MPIR radiances.  A characterization of the

underlying bi-directional reflectance field is also desirable.

The calibration experiment should be executed near the central facility using the

UAV at maximum altitude and/or the ER-2.  The UAV and/or the ER-2 should be flown

parallel to the flight path of the Sun-synchronous NOAA satellites and on an azimuth

perpendicular to the satellite azimuth for the geostationary satellites.  Calibration of the

AVHRR channels should be performed for both the morning and afternoon NOAA

satellites.  Most of the calibration flights for AVHRR should be executed whenever the

satellite viewing zenith angle (VZA) is less than 40 deg.  Calibrations should be performed

for higher VZAs to determine the uncertainty induced by the atmospheric corrections and

the angular configurations.  For the GOES and Meteosat satellites, the UAV will have to fly

in a roll sufficient to extend the maximum MPIR VZA to a few degrees beyond the satellite

VZA at the SGP central facility.  The current satellite positions yield VZAs of 44, 48, and 54

degrees for GOES-8, Meteosat-4, and GOES-7 (GOES-9 after a summer launch),

respectively.  All three satellites require a linear flight pattern with a sustained roll of 15 to
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20 degrees.  These satellite positions are subject to change but the minimum geostationary

VZA for the central facility in Oklahoma is ~ 40 deg.  These VZAs may limit the ER-2

calibrations to one or two of the considered satellites.

The calibration legs should last for a minimum of 10 minutes.  Normally, the

satellite view constitutes a snapshot of the scene.  Thus, there are only one or two satellite

pixels that actually coincide with the MPIR or MAS views.  The others must be normalized

or renavigated to match the aircraft views.  With the potential for rapid rescanning, it may

be possible for the GOES-8 to rescan the central facility area every few minutes to maintain

coincidence between the satellite and aircraft views.  This rescanning mode requires a

special request to the GOES operations manager.  Because the geostationary satellites

generally produce images every hour or half hour, it will be possible to use multiple

images to generate additional collocated aircraft-satellite pixels.  The MPIR field of view

(FOV) yields a pixel resolution of ~ 0.1 km at the surface when the UAV is at an altitude of

15 km.

The nominal pixel size is 1 km for all AVHRR channels and for the GOES VIS

channel.  However, it is 2.5 km for the Meteosat VIS channel.  Matching the MPIR (MAS)

and satellite FOVs requires averaging of the MPIR (MAS) pixels both along and across the

flight track.  However, as the pixels are averaged across track, the VZA changes.  A 1-km

satellite pixel would need approximately 3-4 deg of VZA from the MPIR at the maximum

altitude.  Spatial correlations will be used to match the MPIR (MAS) and satellite pixels

after initial navigation corrections.  Because it will not be possible to match the satellite and

averaged MPIR (MAS) pixels exactly, it will be necessary to use additional satellite pixels

on either side of the primary FOVs, resulting in a total angular coverage of nearly 10 deg

of VZA.  The angular and mismatched pixels will introduce errors into the calibration.  It is

expected that those errors can be diminished by maximizing the sampling.  All flights

should be carried out over clear conditions and relatively uniform low stratus or large-

celled stratocumulus to maximize the dynamic range of the calibration and maintain the

greatest separation between the targets and the UAV.

An uplooking CDL on the UAV can be used to profile the stratosphere for aerosol

loading.  An uplooking TDDR on the UAV (ER-2) would be desirable for estimating the

aerosol optical depth above the aircraft.  Assuming similar calibrations between the two
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instruments, it will be possible to cross-check the MPIR-satellite and MAS-satellite

calibrations and to assess the atmospheric corrections to some extent since there will be

approximately 6 km between the two aircraft.  The BBS should be launched prior to the

satellite overpass so that they reach the stratosphere during the overpass.  Ozone

measurements are also needed for the stratosphere.  Bi-directional reflectance

characteristics of the surface are needed to assess the diffuse component of the upwelling

radiances.  Such measurements could be provided a priori from appropriately

instrumented helicopter flights.

The calibrations will be effected by matching the pixels from the MAS (or MPIR)

with the satellite imagery as noted earlier.  The radiance at the top of the atmosphere, that

is measured by the satellite, must be estimated from the MPIR (MAS) radiances by

computing the impact of the intervening atmosphere on the radiance passing the aircraft

level in the direction of the satellite.  This will be accomplished through radiative

modeling using a variety of techniques including discrete ordinates, adding-doubling, and

others.  The models will utilize temperature, moisture, aerosol, and ozone data provided

by the other instruments.

If only one of the geostationary satellites can be calibrated using the aircraft data

because of VZA limitations, the remaining satellites will be intercalibrated to the calibrated

sensor by matching FOVs near local noon along the longitude midway between the

respective sub-satellite points.  If the aircraft data can be used to calibrate more than one of

the satellites, then the satellite intercalibrations can serve to estimate the uncertainties in

the calibrations.

2) VIS-to-SW conversions

Initially, the narrowband VIS radiances will be converted to SW fluxes using the

empirical conversion formulae developed from matched GOES and ERBS scanner data

taken over the SGP locale during September and October 1985 and 1986.  The GOES

radiances are first converted to VIS albedo by applying the proper anisotropic correction

factor.  The applicable formula and correction factor depend on whether the scene is

cloudy or clear.  The scene classification is determined using a VIS-IR threshold method
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that retrieves cloud amount, height, and optical depth.  The derived broadband fluxes will

be compared to aircraft-based SW fluxes adjusted to the top of the atmosphere.

In addition to the down-looking BBSW radiometers, lidars, and imagers, uplooking

BBSW radiometers should be flown on the UAV or the ER-2.  The stratospheric data from

task (1) are also needed for this experiment.  The UAV and/or the ER-2 should fly a level

attitude along flight paths either parallel to the satellite flight path or the scan.   The flight

patterns should be linear for the narrowband-broadband issue and mapping for the

radiance-to-flux problem.  The UAV should fly at maximum altitude to minimize the

atmospheric correction and to maximize the FOV.  The flux radiometers will have a much

larger FOV than the MPIR.  It is desirable to have the UAV as far from the target as

possible to maximize the FOV.  However, a full range of scenes needs to be sampled.

Thus, there will be conditions (i.e., cirrus) that place the UAV close to the target.  Because

the ER-2 operates at a nearly constant altitude,   The satellite pixels will have to be

convolved to match the FOV of the hemispheric sensors.  The convolution will include the

angular response of the hemispheric sensors and the advection of the cloud field during

the interval between the satellite image time and the aircraft pixel time.  In most cases,

there will be a significant number of pixels matched to each hemispheric FOV.

The flux measurements from the UAV or ER-2 will be adjusted to the top of the

atmosphere using radiative transfer calculations and correlated with the matched

operational-satellite pixels.  The correlations will either be used to examine the error in the

empirical narrowband-broadband conversion method or to develop a conversion formula

for the SGP and particular satellite.  The atmospheric corrections could be tested in two

ways that assume good intercalibrations between all of the BBSW radiometers.  The first

method compares the downwelling fluxes at the UAV level to the measured values to

assess the model calculations.  The second technique computes the upwelling flux at the

ER-2 level using the UAV upwelling fluxes as the lower boundary condition.  A

comparison of the ER-2 upwelling fluxes to the computed values would yield uncertainty

estimates for the atmospheric corrections.  A comparison of the relationships derived using

only the aircraft instruments and the combined aircraft-satellite data will be used to isolate

the anisotropy and convolution errors in the latter method.
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Another method for evaluating the flux uncertainties due to the anisotropy of the

reflectance fields uses collocated measurements from different satellites.  Fluxes can be

determined from coincident GOES-8, GOES-9, Meteosat, and AVHRR data at several

different times during the day.  The differences between the various satellite fluxes will be

used to derive the rms. and mean errors in the results.  These errors will be due to VIS

calibration uncertainties (noted above) and the anisotropic correction factors.  The

uncertainty due to the angular correction can be separated from the total by assuming it is

statistically independent of the VIS calibration uncertainty.

3) SWCRF computations

Shortwave albedos will be computed over the entire SGP domain on a pixel-by-

pixel basis for each available satellite image after the calibrations and spectral conversions

have been completed.  Clear-sky albedo will be also be determined as function of latitude

and longitude for each hour over the domain.  The satellite data will also be analyzed to

retrieve cloud properties which will be related to the SWCRF results.  The variability in

clear-sky albedo at a given location and local time will be determined from different

measurements taken in clear conditions over the course of the experiment.  The

measurement uncertainties in the both the clear and cloudy sky albedos will be estimated

using the differences between the simultaneous, collocated radiances from the array of

available satellites and the uncertainties in the narrowband-broadband conversions.  The

instantaneous total and clear-sky albedos will be averaged over different scales using

various weighting factors to correspond to the UAV and/or ER-2 flight paths and the

apparent FOVs of the surface instruments.  These albedos will be used to compute SWCRF

to match the aircraft values.  Gridded clear-sky and total albedos will also be integrated for

various time periods and scales to ascertain the spatial variability of the derived TOA

SWCRF.  It is expected that the instantaneous SWCRF values will differ considerably from

one satellite to another.  Differences between the monthly averages of SWCRF from the

various platforms will constitute a overall assessment of the total uncertainty in the TOA

SWCRF for a given spatial domain.

A SECOND METHOD FOR DERIVING SHORTWAVE ALBEDOS FROM NARROWBAND SATELLITE

MEASUREMENTS
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OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE

A complementary method for calibrating the satellites will be used to validate the

procedure applied in [Cess et al., 1995].  The method is based upon the relationship of

narrow and broadband albedos determined directly from instruments on the ER-2.  Any

procedure for estimating shortwave albedos from narrowband radiances involves three

steps:

1. Integration over the upwelling hemisphere;

2. Calibration of the satellite(s) against reference instrument(s); and

3. Conversion from narrow to broadband (unfiltering).

In the present calibration of the GOES satellites, a narrow-band albedo is estimated from

the GOES visible channel using the ERBE bi-directional functions (BDRFs) by

αN =
πRN

α B θ0,θ,φ( )

where the terms are defined in table 1.

RN Narrow-band reflectance

αΝ Narrow-band Albedo

αΒ Broad-band Albedo

AN(θ0,θ,φ) Narrow-band BDRF

AB(θ0,θ,φ) ERBE Broadband BDRF

θ 0 Solar Zenith Angle

θ Sensor Zenith angle

φ Relative azimuth angle

 Between Sun and sensor
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Table 1: Definition of terms

The estimates of αΝ are simultaneously calibrated and unfiltered by comparison with

coincident measurements of the broadband albedo from the ERBE satellites.  The result is

an empirical relation between narrow and broad albedos [Cess et al., 1995]:

αΒ = a0 + a1∗ αΝ + a2 ∗ α2
Ν  + a3 ∗ln(sec θ0)

The second calibration method will unfilter the narrowband albedos using an

empirical relationship determined from the TDDR and solar broadband SBR instruments
on the ER-2.  The TDDR provides measurements of αΝ at 0.5µm, which is very close to the

bandpass of the visible channels on the GOES and AVHRR satellites.  Estimates of αΝ will

be derived from satellite measurements RN and calibrated against the TDDR.

The narrowband albedo  at the position and altitude of the ER-2 will be estimated

by integrating RN over the upwelling hemisphere:

αN = 2
RN

�

x ' ,θ0,θ' ,φ'( )AN θ0,θ,φ( )
AN θ0,θ' ,φ'( )θ=0

π / 2∫φ=0
π∫ cos θ( )sin θ( )dθdφ

Here RN is the satellite radiance for a pixel at a position 
�

x ' . The origin of the

coordinate system is chosen to coincide with the instantaneous ground position of the

aircraft.  The sun-satellite viewing angles for the pixel at 
�

x '  are denoted by θ′ and φ′, and

the sun aircraft angles for the same pixel are denoted by θ and φ.  The radiances emitted

from each pixel in the direction of the aircraft are estimated from the radiances measured

by the satellite using narrowband BDRFs AN. These BDRFs will be derived from

geostationary and polar satellite measurements over the SGP CART. The rotation of the

satellite radiances  into the coordinate frame of the aircraft is illustrated in Fig.6.

The satellite albedos will be calibrated against simultaneous measurements from the

TDDR.  The result will be an empirical relationship.

αΝ(TDDR) = ƒ(αN,...)
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           = b0 + b1  * αΝ + ...

The conversion from narrow to broadband will be performed by comparing

coincident TDDR and SBR albedos:

αΒ(SBR) = g(αΝ(TDDR),...)

       = c0 + c1 * αΝ(TDDR) + ...

The conversion will be performed for both the 0.3-4.0 µm and 0.3-0.75 µm SBRs.

This will permit derivation of the albedos for visible wavelengths where atmospheric

absorption is minimal and for the entire shortwave band.  The principal advantage of this

procedure is that the narrow to broadband conversion is performed using coincident

ARESE field measurements from the same platform.  In addition, the narrow to broadband

conversion is independent of errors in the angular integrations (BDRFs).  Systematic errors

in the satellite radiometric calibration and the BDRFs only impact the empirical relation

between αΝ and the TDDR measurements.  If necessary, the narrowband BDRFs can be

adapted to changes in vegetation and land surfaces (e.g. Wu et al., [1995]).  This may be

important for ARESE, since there are rapid changes in the ground cover during September

and October.  The procedure is presently being tested on similar data from the Central

Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX).

SUPPORTING MEASUREMENTS

The radiances measured by the MAS instrument will be used to calibrate the

satellite radiances and to correct errors in the satellite telemetry.  The MAS data will be

used to establish a common normalization between the reflectance’s measured by polar

and geosynchronous satellites.  Since the reflectances depend on the scene type and the

sun-satellite viewing geometry (θ0,θ′, and φ′), the ER-2 flight tracks will be configured so

that a subset of the MAS data has nearly the same viewing geometry as the GOES and

AVHRR satellites.  The satellite and MAS data will be obtained simultaneously, so the

solar zenith angle θ0 will be identical for both datasets. In order to obtain equivalence
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between the sensor zenith angles and relative azimuth angles, the ER-2 will be flown along

lines of constant  satellite zenith angle θ′ (Fig. 7). Since the MAS is a cross-track scanning

instrument, this flight plan insures that the lines of constant θ and θ′ are parallel.  Because

the MAS zenith angle θ varies much more rapidly with distance from the ground track of

the ER-2 than θ′, this flight configuration insures equivalence between θ and θ′ for a

portion of each MAS so long as θ′≤ max.(θ).  Since the projection of the pixel-to-sensor

vector on the Earth’s surface is perpendicular to lines of constant θ (or θ′) this flight

configuration also insures equivalence between φ and φ′.

For calibration of the AVHRR instruments on the NOAA polar-orbiting satellites,

the ER-2 will be aligned with the ground tracks of the satellites.  The ground tracks are

rotated approximately 8° from the meridional direction, so the ER-2 would fly nearly due

north or south for calibration of the AVHRR.  The configuration for the calibration of

GOES-8 and GOES-9 depends on the position of those satellites at the time of ARESE.

GOES-8 is expected to remain at 75W and GOES-9 will be at 90W, although the position of

GOES-9 may be changed starting October 19.

The MAS imagery will also be used to correct the navigation of the satellite images.

The images from the visible and infrared window channels at 0.66µm and 11µm will be

compared to the corresponding images from the satellite scanners.  This procedure will

minimize the random errors in the calibration procedure introduced by errors in the

satellite telemetry.

DATA INTERPRETATION STRATEGIES

The two proposed experiments, the stacked UAV/Otter and the ER2 flying over an array

of surface instruments, require different data interpretation strategies. The following

describes three strategies for evaluating cloudy-sky atmospheric absorption relative to

models, and these apply to both broadband and TDDR measurements. These strategies are

demonstrated through use of satellite/surface data sets (Cess et al., 1995) as surrogates for
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the respective stacked aircraft and ER2/surface measurements.  Naturally, there are other

ways to look at the data and alternate analysis is encouraged.

Strategy No. 1.

As discussed by Ramanathan et al. (1995), a direct way of evaluating cloudy-sky SW

absorption, relative to that for clear skies, is to compare cloud-radiative forcing (CRF) at

the surface to that at the TOA. Atmospheric radiative transfer models typically give

CRF(SRF)/CRF(TOA) ≈1

meaning that cloudy skies absorb about the same SW radiation as do clear skies. Recent

observations, however, suggest a value for this ratio of about 1.5 (Ramanathan et al., 1995;

Cess et al., 1995; Pilewskie and Valero, 1995), indicating that clouds absorb considerably

more SW radiation than predicted by models.

Because CRF refers to the difference between all-sky and clear-sky net downward

SW radiation, this approach applies to the stacked UAV/Otter measurements, with CRF

evaluated at the aircraft altitudes (as in Pilewskie and Valero, 1995) instead of at the TOA

and at the surface. Model simulations of CRF are easily performed for the aircraft altitudes.

The collocated  GOES and Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) tower

measurements (Cess et al., 1995) serve to illustrate this approach. The GOES/tower

measurements are shown in Figs. 8A and 8B as hourly means, although this temporal

averaging need not apply to the aircraft measurements. Evaluation of  CRF(SRF) and

CRF(TOA) requires identification of  clear-sky measurements which, for a given solar

zenith angle, correspond to the maximum values of  net downward SW at both the TOA

and at the surface. These are represented by linear fits in Fig. 8. The difference between

each measurement and the clear-sky fit provides CRF for each measurement. Because

theoretical models typically yield CRF(SRF)/CRF(TOA) ≈ 1, the observed value of 1.46

means the cloudy atmosphere is absorbing roughly 30 W m-2 (dayside mean) more SW

radiation than expected, this being the difference between CRF(TOA) and CRF(SRF).
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Strategy No. 2.

While the preceding has the advantage of directly appraising the enhanced cloudy-

sky absorption (30 W m-2 dayside mean), the ER2/surface measurements will not provide

net surface SW, but instead surface insolation. Nevertheless this still allows an appraisal of

cloudy-sky absorption by defining a cloud surface forcing in terms of surface insolation

rather than net surface SW. This is demonstrated in Fig 8C, for which CIF(SRF)/CRF(TOA)

= 1.75, in contrast to 1.25 for models that produce CRF(SRF)/CRF(TOA) ≈ 1. Thus the 1.75

(Fig. 8C) versus 1.25 conveys the same message as 1.46 (Fig. 8B) versus 1.0; observed

clouds absorb more SW radiation than do model clouds.

For the American Samoa data, CRF(TOA) from Fig. 9A, together the CIF(SRF) from

Fig. 9B, again demonstrate that, when compared to version 2 of the NCAR Community

Climate Model (CCM2), that models underestimate cloud SW absorption (Fig. 10), as also

applies to the Cape Grim data.

Strategy No. 3

Yet an alternate approach is to note that

CIF(SRF)/CRF(TOA) = − (I − Ic)/S(α − αc)

where I is the surface insolation, S is the TOA insolation, α is the TOA albedo, and the

subscript c refers to clear skies. With T = I/S being the atmospheric transmittance, the

above may be rephrased as

CIF(SRF) / CRF(TOA) = -(Δα/ΔΤ)-1

where Δ denotes the all-sky minus clear-sky difference. The alternate approach is to

evaluate Δα/ΔΤ from a linear regression; the advantage is that this does not require clear

sky identification. Figure 9 demonstrates, for American Samoa, Boulder and Cape Grim,

that the two approaches yield consistent results.

DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY
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Strategies Numbers 1 and 2 are applicable, respectively, to the stacked UAV/Otter

and ER2/surface experiments, except that the hour]y-mean constraint in the

satellite/surface measurements will not be a constraint to this program. Some sort of

averaging, however, may be useful for the purpose of reducing sampling errors. Due to the

possibility of broken cloud effects, it is imperative that strategy Number 3 be used in all

cases, as this serves to remove cloud SW absorption from broken cloud effects.

INTENSIVE FIELD OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS PLANS

The ARESE Project Office and the ARESE science team (AST) will prepare detailed

operations plans for the observational component of ARESE. These plans must be

developed as soon as possible in light of the short lead time and must follow the

guidelines established in this document. The individuals responsible for the surface and

aircraft operations must work in coordination with the project manager and the chief

scientist in the development of operational plans

CHIEF PROJECT SCIENTIST AND PROJECT MANAGER

Dr. Francisco P. J. Valero has been appointed as the ARESE Chief Project Scientist,

Dr. Stephen E. Schwartz has been appointed as the Project Manager. They will coordinate

the planning and implementation of the science objectives, conduct planning and

debriefing sessions.

The chief scientist will be the scientific spokesperson for the overall field experiment

and be the chief representative of and arbitrator for the participants in the field mission.

ARESE SCIENCE TEAM
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The following scientists have been designated members of the ARESE Science Team,

based on their scientific qualifications, interest in the project, participation in the design of

the project and expected participation during the project and in the interpretation of the

scientific results:

T. Ackerman, Penn State
R. Cess, Stony Brook
W. Collins, Scripps
R. Ellingson, Maryland
C. Gautier, Santa Barbara
J. Kiehl, NCAR
K. N. Liou, Utah
P. Minnis, NASA Langley
P. Pilewskie, NASA Ames
V. Ramanathan, Scripps
S. Schwartz, Brookhaven
G. Stokes, Battelle Northwest
T. Tooman, Sandia
F. P. J. Valero, Scripps
J. Vitko, Sandia
C. Whitlock, NASA Langley
B. Wielicki, NASA Langley
W. Wiscombe, NASA Goddard
M-H Zhang, Stony Brook

MISSION SELECTION TEAM

During the intensive field phase of the ARESE activities, a Mission Selection Team

(MST) will be formed.  The MST will be comprised of no more than five AST scientists and

the Chief Project Coordinator. It will be chaired by the AST Chief Scientist.  The MST will

accept the following responsibilities:

i. solicit and represent ideas of other ARESE scientists in operations, decisions, and

scheduling
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ii. review on a daily basis the candidate missions proposed by the MPT (see section

below) and select the planned operations and scheduling of all ARESE platforms

for the following day.

iii. select on a daily basis a Mission Scientist (MS) and an Alternate Mission Scientist

to plan and carry out operations selected by the MST.

iv. assemble forecast information for use in daily operations planning.

v. maintain up-to-date experiment accomplishment records for use in daily

operations planning.*

vi. maintain current status reports on all data gathering components throughout the

experiment.*

vii. review daily post mission reports prepared by the Mission Planning Team (see

section below).

*assisted by the ARESE Project Office.

All deliberations of the Mission Selection Team will be open and in the absence of a

clear consensus among its members, the chairman will assume responsibility for making

operations decisions.

On issues concerning specific platforms such as aircraft or special sonde ascents, an

appropriate spokesperson from the contributing organization will be given the

opportunity to advise the MST and to participate on the MPT.

MISSION PLANNING TEAM

A Mission Planning Team (MPT) will be active during the field observations period.

The Mission Planning Team will contain at least three AST members, individuals

representing participating aircraft facilities, each platform mission scientist and ARESE

Project Office support personnel.  The MPT members for the following day will be

identified on a daily basis by the MST.  Ideally, on any given day, the MPT will contain

candidate mission scientists for the following day's operations.  It will not be uncommon

for members of the MST to also serve as members of the MPT.  The MPT's responsibilities

are listed below.
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i. Prepare candidate missions for the following day's operations and present these to

the MST for consideration.

ii. Following a decision by the MST, support the Mission Scientist in preparing a

detailed mission plan for the following day's operations.

iii. Prepare a post mission summary of each day's operations including an evaluation

of the success of the operations.  This daily summary will be made available to the

ARESE Project Office and the MST and become a part of the ARESE data archives

MISSION SCIENTIST

A Mission Scientist (MS) and an alternate MS will be identified on a daily basis by

the MST at the same time the following day's mission is selected. The MS will be in charge

of the detailed planning of the following day's operations and the execution of that plan.

He will be responsible for making any real time decision required during the execution of

the plan.  He will oversee the preparation of a post mission summary of each day's

operations including an evaluation of the success of the operations.

A Mission Scientist must have an overall grasp of the scientific objectives of ARESE

as well as an appreciation of operational constraints of the various platforms and

personnel.

The Mission Scientist will be selected from the AST researchers according to the

scientific objectives to be addressed in the upcoming mission and the scientific background

of the individual.  Ideally, the Mission Scientist would be the previous mission's Alternate

Mission Scientist so as to provide continuity between missions and familiarity with on-

going meteorology conditions and forecasts.

IFO MISSION AND DATA SCHEDULE

SIMULATED IFO
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Approximately 2-3 months before the intensive field mission, a simulated IFO will

be conducted at an appropriate site.  The purpose of the meeting will be to simulate the

mission planning, based on realistic meteorological conditions and using those major

platform instruments that will participate in the actual IFO.  Representatives from the

satellite, aircraft, and surface-based instruments will participate, as well as the IFO

meteorologist/forecaster) and other key researchers.

Meteorology forecasts will be based on actual meteorology conditions experienced

by the IFO area one year previously.

The mission planning will include: research objectives to be addressed;

platforms/instruments that will operate; and deployment strategy including flight plans,

operating schedules, data taking modes, etc.  Constraints to be considered include finite

resources (aircraft flight hours allocated, cost of sonde/satellite data, etc.), realistic

operational schedules (aircraft/crew constraints, personnel/instrument fatigue, etc.),

uncertainty of meteorology forecast, etc.  The mission plans will be evaluated for expected

results, based on actual meteorological conditions experienced on the mission day, and

improvements/modifications will be discussed.  The meteorological forecast for the next

day will be presented and the cycle repeated.

PRE-MISSION MEETING

A pre-mission meeting will be held on the day before the start of the intensive field

mission.  The purpose of the meeting will be to welcome all participants, describe the

mission operations strategy, provide information on local logistics, determine the

operational status of the participating platforms/instruments, and allow the local media an

opportunity to interact with the mission, principal investigators, and other participants.  A

mission planning meeting for the first day of operations will follow immediately.

POST FLIGHT DEBRIEF
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After each experiment flight there will be a post-flight debriefing with all the

experimenters.  This debriefing is intended to communicate and document pertinent

subjective observations made during the completed mission and allow the experimenters

an opportunity to modify subsequent plans or procedures for the following experiment.

Each experimenter should have a "quick-look" capability for inspection of their sensor

performance.  A copy of the "quick-look" data (raw strip charts, tables, etc.) may be

submitted to the Data Manager for possible comparison/correlation with other experiment

data.

POST-MISSION DEBRIEF

A post-mission debriefing will be held on the day following the conclusion of the

mission.  Each experimenter will describe their sensor performance, a summary of sensor

operating times, a sample of data obtained, a description of the data format that is planned

to be submitted to the data archives and a listing of experiment days to be analyzed in a

priority order.  The Working Group will review the missions and measurements obtained

during the mission.  If appropriate, it will prioritize experiment days to be analyzed, key

areas of data reduction and analysis, identify possible data collaboration and exchange.

DATA PROTOCOL AND PUBLICATION PLAN

The ARESE data protocol has been prepared to encourage the timely data release,

analysis and publication of scientific results. The ARESE data from all platforms will be

made available for archiving within three months from the date of the last field experiment

activity.

The ARESE science team is responsible for the certification of the data submitted to

the permanent data archive. This certification is one of the objectives of the Data Workshop

(see below).
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DATA PROTOCOL

1.  AST members will have free and immediate access to all ARESE data during the

period prior to the three months general data release deadline. The normal vehicle for

initial data distribution within the AST will be direct transfer of data between

investigators.

2. An investigator whose unpublished data are to be used in an investigation has the

right to be included among the authors of any resulting publication.  The investigator may

refuse co-authorship but not the use of his data.  The investigator must provide

information concerning the quality of the data and may require that suitable caveats

regarding the data be included in the publication.  It is the responsibility of the sponsoring

investigator to solicit the participation of the investigator whose data are to be used as

early as possible during the formative stages of the investigation.

3. AST members may release their own data to whomever they wish.  They may not

release the data of other investigators without consent.

DATA PRODUCTS

There are several types of data products that will be archived.  These products, which will

be obtained from a variety of instruments onboard satellite, airborne, or surface-based

platforms during the field experiment, are as follows:

1. Summary: written information about the data.

2. Raw data: original observations acquired by the instrument, in instrument units

(voltages, etc.).

3. Reduced data: observations converted to the physical quantity directly sensed by

the instrument with quality control inspection and removal of bad data.
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4. Value-added products: physical quantities derived from the observations,

including documentation on the analysis algorithm and any auxiliary data sets

used in the analysis.

PUBLICATION  OF RESULTS

Early publication of results from ARESE research is strongly encouraged.  Towards this

goal, the following minimum publication plan has been developed:

1. An overview of the ARESE program will be prepared by program personnel and

selected AST researchers for publication in an appropriate journal.  The paper will

describe the scientific objectives, operational plans, and potential results of

ARESE.

2. Results from the ARESE field experiment may be published in a special issue of an

appropriate journal.  The special issue decision will be made by the AST.  The

issue will contain (a) an overview paper and (b) science papers.

3. Oral presentations of selected results by the investigators and the project may be

presented together at an appropriate conference.

4. Additional publications or presentations by ARESE investigators beyond those

identified above are expected and encouraged.  Other publications should,

however, be in harmony with the data protocol and publication plan contained in

this document.

DATA WORKSHOP

A preliminary data analysis workshop will be held approximately 8-10 weeks after

the conclusion of the experiment.

DATA MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

A data management team will be formed to  collect, archive and make the data

available to other investigators. See operations plan for details.
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SCHEDULE

The following describes the data management milestones and schedule for the data

reduction, analysis, submittal, certification, and release activities.

SUMMARY AND  RAW  DATA SUBMITTAL

Immediately available

REDUCED  DATA SUBMITTAL

3 months after ARESE, the investigators will submit the final reduced data information

VALUE ADDED DATA SUBMITTAL

This category involves the analysis and interpretation of data. In many cases represents

publishable material. Its submittal to the archives is encouraged but not mandatory.

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS WORKSHOP

Approximately one year after the IFO, a Science Workshop will be held to Review

the key research results.  The AST mission Working Group will review each of the major

scientific objectives in light of the measurements and analyses obtained to date.  The

Working Group will integrate the individual measurements into several comprehensive

case study data sets and, where appropriate, will compare the measurements with

preliminary theory or model predictions.  Some of the individual investigations may

possibly be integrated into a broader cloud-radiation context.
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